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    Nehru College of Architecture strives to equip 
the next generation of architects with the 
knowledge and skillset to conceptualize the future 
of the built environment. The institution provides an 
enabling environment for creativity with qualified, 
experienced faculty, and excellent academic and 
co-curricular infrastructure. The school works 

towards providing students with practical and 
challenging training in the use of information 
technology that reflect the state of the art and 
architecture and establish a foundation for their 
practice in the future. At the same time, the 
school orients the students in the formation of 
high moral values and shape them towards 
leadershipleadership roles in the development tasks of 
community and nation building.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
The first graduating batch (2015-20) completed 
their final year theses and were acknowledged with
completioncompletion certificates and a memento. Padma Sri 
Ar. G. Shankar, founder of the All Kerala Habitat-
Technology Group and Ar. Riyas Mohammed of 
Indigo Designs, Thrissur gave valuable words of 
advice for the students on the threshold of practic-
ing as architects. On 23rd Nov. 2020, the Induction 
Day of the 6th batch of newly admitted students 
were welcomed by an Online Talk by the renowned 
and much awarded Ar, Sanjay Patil of Environ Plan-
ners, Nashik, Maharashtra. A Thesis Orientation was 
conducted for the Final Year Batch (2016-21) when 
NCA’s You Tube Channel was launched to share the 
Webinar Series called ‘Let’s Talk Architecture’ by 
leading architects and academicians. The odd se
mester came to an end with Republic Day being cel-
ebrated by online competitions that saw enthusias-
tic participation from students from Ist to IVth 
B.Arch.

The 2020-21 academic year began on the same note 
as the previous one ended with the ongoingCOVID-19 
pandemic. The year began with Abhijeet Raj from 
(S-5, IIIrd B.Arch) getting recognition for some 
painstaking carvings of maximum number of Health 
Minister’s names on pencil leads in the India and 
Asia Book of Records. Similarly, his classmate San-
fiyafiya H.M.( S-5, IIIrd B.Arch.) gotrecognized for 
‘Splendid Embroidered work displaying Presidents 
of India’ and Mohammed Suhail(S-3, IInd B.Arch.) 
achieved a National Record for ‘Maximum Names of 
Indian Presidents carved on leaves’, both of them 
being acknowledged by the India Book of Records 
2020. Despite the need to attend online classes with 
stay-at-home,stay-at-home, lockdown and travel restrictions, 
these talented studentsmanaged to bring honour 
and pride to NCA and the NGI Group of Institutions.
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Mr. Mohamed Suhail ( S-3 , IInd B.Arch.) has 
been acknowledged with a National record 
titled , “Maximum names of Indian Presidents 
carved on Leaves“ under India Book of Records 
- 2020. His efforts, have been verified by the 
Editorial Board of ‘India Book of Records’. 

Sanfiya H. (S-5, IIIrd B.Arch.) was recognized by 
India Book of Records 2020 for 'Splendid Em-
broidered Work displaying President s of India'. 
Mohamed Suhail of the same batch was also ac-
knowledged with a National Record titled "Maxi-
mum Names of Indian Presidrnts Carved on 
Leaves", by the India Book of Records.

“Beauty perishes in life, but is immortal in art” - Leonardo da Vinci

 Abhijeet Raj's (S-5, IIIrd B.Arch.) 'Maximum 
Names of Health Ministers Carved on Leads' 
get's mentioned in India & Asia Book of Re-
cords

STUDENT’S
ACHIEVEMENTS
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A Valedictory Function was held for NCA's 
first batch (2015-20) when they were given 
completion certificates and mementos. The 
Chief Guest Padma Shri Ar. Dr. G. Shankar, 
Founder of Habitat Technology Group, 
Kerala gave an Online Farewell Address to 
the students, while Ar. Riyas Mohammed 
alsoalso gave valuable words of advice. Adv. Dr. 
P. Krishnadas, Chairman & Managing Trust-
ee, NGI Group of Institutions gave the Pres-
idential Address on the 'socially-distanced' 
occasion, during the COVID-19 Pandemic.
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“The difference between good and bad architecture is the time you spend on it” - David Chipperfield

Launch of NCA's You Tube Channel with Ar. Sanjay 
Patil's Online Talk for Induction Day held for 
2020-2025 Batch on 23rd Nov. 2020

INDUCTION DAY
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A competition open to architectural 
colleges from around India, this annual 
INTACH Awards program encourages 
students at the undergraduate level to 
hone their skills in researching and 
documenting historic architecture. 

Nehru College of Architecture's 
students painstaking measured 
drawings were recognized in INTACH's 
publication, as one of only two colleges 
from Kerala representing South Zone,  
for the annual Heritage Awards.   
HeartyHearty Congratulations to students of 
the 2016-21 batch, who were supervised 
by the previous Director of NCA, Prof. 
Dr. Rakesh Nair. This is a significant 
milestone and achievement for NCA 
students to be recognized for their 
efforts in documenting historically 
importantimportant unprotected heritage for 
posterity.

Documentation of the Thirukachamku-
russi Temple, Payalur, Near Kollengode, 
Palakkad District for INTACH Awards for 
Excellence in Documentation of 
Unprotected Heritage - 2017 by the 
2016-21 Batch of NCA students, was 
published by INTACH in 2020.

INTACH
DOCUMENTATION
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“As an architect you design for the present, with an awareness of the      
past, for a future which is essentially unknown.” – Norman Foster

Republic Day Competition Winners

Republic day was celebrated online
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THESIS ORIENTATION AND
REPUBLIC DAY 
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EDITOR’S NOTE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

As the curtain falls on yet another semester, 
we the editorial team are delighted to have 
been part  of the 3rd volume of the newsletter 
from the Department of architecture, NCA, 
Palakkad. We have attempted to present to you 
a multifaceted perspective of the campus, it’s 
students and it’s staff with hopes that it may 
encourageencourage it’s readers to grab the 
opportunities presented to them. We heartly 
acknowledge every one who has contributed 
to the making of this newsletter.

EDITORIAL BOARD
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digital painting by 
Aghin Nyzam 3rd yr

pencil drawing by 
Rohit Krishna 3rd yr

photograph by 
Sreyas 2nd yr

painting by 
Shibila 2nd yr

painting by 
Sreepriya 4th yr

hand crafted masks by 
Arjun K Manoj 4th yr

CREATIVE CORNER 
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Elephant Rehabilitation And Rescue 
centre by Yazin TP of 5th year B.(A)rch. (2015-2020)

Kerala Blasters Academy By 
Maliyekkal Hyder Ali of 5th year B.(A)rch. (2015-2020)

ALUMNI DESIGNS
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